
Before my summer travels, although I had spent a lot of time 
thinking about and working on making my relationships re�ect 
my anarchist ideals, I had only recently learned the uses of the 
subcultural catchphrase “consent.” While becoming acquainted 
with this new term, I met a fabulous new friend. When we �rst 
met, we spent only a few intense days together, but the time 
I shared with this new friend made that word, consent, more 
meaningful to me than any workshop or article ever could. �ey 
consider consent a fundamental part of all of their relationships, 
and with them, I saw how consent could be enacted daily with 
friends and lovers. 

 At �rst, it was strange that they checked in with me so fre-
quently about all the little ways we were physical with one an-
other. �roughout both our casual and intimate conversations, 
they would ask for my permission before rubbing my shoulders, 
holding my hand, or resting their head on my lap. Other times, 
they would touch me lightly, then ask, “Is this okay?” before pro-
ceeding. I began to think that they had a di�culty being physi-
cally close and consequently were especially conscientious about 
others’ personal space, but they always seemed comfortable with 
the closeness I initiated—even when I forgot to ask for explicit 
permission before touching them. �ey also didn’t seem o�ended 
or surprised that it was not easy for me to reciprocate the verbal 
consent they o�ered me. I tried to be conscious of how we were 
interacting and to vocalize my desires before moving into their 
space or touching them, but I’ve always had a hard time being 
verbal. As I had only heard the word consent used in reference 
to sexual relationships, I began to ponder their intentions. I kept 
thinking to myself, “Does my new friend have a crush on me? Do 
they want something more intimate than friendship?”

However, as I got used to my friend’s style of establishing con-
sent, I recognized that it was part of their personality and indica-
tive of the way they tried to interact with everyone. As I realized 
this, my feelings about their questions changed. I stopped trying 
to read into their questions to see if they indicated unspoken in-
terests, and started to appreciate that they were asking how I felt. 
I felt so respected. It made me feel how deeply my friend cared 
about me that they wanted to know how I felt about everything, 
and it made me feel comfortable with them very quickly.

Feedback and discussion are welcome: rede�ningconsent@yahoo.com

Some questions 
about consent. 
Think about it!

(from the awesome zine, see no speak no hear no)

Have you ever talked about consent with your partners or 
friends?

Do you know people or have you been with people who de�ne 
consent di�erently that you do?

Have you ever been unsure about whether or not the person 
you were being sexual with wanted to be doing what you were 
doing? Did you talk about it? Did you ignore it in hopes that it 
would change? Did you continue what you were doing because it 
was pleasurable to you and you didn’t want to deal with what the 
other person was experiencing? Did you continue because you 
didn’t want to second guess the other person? How do you feel 
about the choices you made?

Do you think it is the other person’s responsibility to say some-
thing if he or she isn’t into what you’re doing?

Are you clear about your intentions?
Have you ever tried to talk someone into doing something 

about which he or she showed hesitancy?
How might someone express that what is happening is not okay?
Do you only respond to verbal signs, or are you sensitive to 

other signs?
Do you think it is possible to misinterpret silence for consent?
Have you ever asked someone what kinds of signs you should 

look for if he or she has a hard time verbalizing when something 
feels wrong?

Do you think consent can be erotic?
Do you check in as things progress, or do you assume the origi-

nal consent means everything is okay?
Do you think about people’s abuse histories?
Do you ever get yourself into situations that give you an ex-

cuse for touching people you think would say no if you asked? 
Examples might include dancing, getting drunk around them, 
falling asleep next to them.

Do you make people feel they are not “fun” or “liberated” if 
they don’t want to try certain sexual things?

Do you ever try to make bargains? (i.e., “If you let me ___, I’ll 
___ for you.”)

Have you ever used jealousy as a means of control?
Do you think it’s okay to initiate something sexual with some-

one who is asleep?
How do you react if someone becomes uncomfortable with 

what you’re doing, or if he or she doesn’t want to do something? 
Do you get defensive? Do you feel guilty? Does the other person 
end up having to take care of you and reassure you, or are you 
able to step back and listen, to hear and support the other person 
and take responsibility for your actions?

In telling your side of the story, do you attempt to change the 
way the other person views a situation?

Do you ever talk about sex and consent and abuse when you 
are not in bed?
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